
   

 

What a great time to be an alum of the Air Force Judge  
Advocate General’s School.  Despite COVID, the new 
School Annex is finished, and JAS and the JAG School  
faculty are moving in.  At our Annual meeting in August, 
the Trustees attended the ceremonial ribbon cutting for the 
Annex and were given a tour.  It is an outstanding facility 
one worthy of the talented JAGs who will attend courses 
there.  As you read this issue of the Legacy, I hope you will 
be as proud as I am of the facility and of the faculty who 
will make it come alive with their teaching. 
  
Why an Annex?  The demand for courses taught by our knowledgeable JAGs continues to 
grow, as do the many areas in which we are now called upon to practice.  In addition to the 
basic courses like JASOC and PAC, which are required for our legal professionals to begin 
their military law practice, the School now offers: the Cyber Law Course, Civilian Legal 
Orientation, Federal Employee Labor Law Course, Military Justice Administration, Special 
Victims’ Counsel Course, Advance Sexual Assault Litigation, Senior Officer Legal  
Orientation (requested by Air Force commanders), Court Reporter Course, Accident  
Investigation Course, Homeland Defense/Homeland Security and other courses too  
numerous to name.  Distance learning, something few of us dealt with during our careers, is 
now, in cooperation with JAS, an integral part of the teaching load as we deal with COVID 
restrictions. 
 
Where do we come in?  Let me give you one example.  Each year, in cooperation with the 
JAG School, the Foundation sponsors the National Security Law Writing Competition.  We 
provide cash prizes to the three best entrants chosen by a panel of experts.   
 
A Trustee from our writing competition committee works with the faculty on the topic, and 
normally helps judge the competition as well.  Many of these articles may be published in 
the Air Force Law Review or other similar scholarly legal journals.  It is an important way 
for the Air Force and Space Force to be a part of the legal conversation in this growing and 
changing field.   
 
I would like to recognize all the Trustees and Officers for their dedication and loyalty to the 
Foundation.  There is no monetary compensation for their service.  Most travel great  
distances at their own expense to participate in the Annual meeting.  Their dedication to the 
(continued on page 2) 
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Foundation speaks volumes for their commitment to 
the JAG Corps. 
 
In closing, I would be remiss if I did not recognize the 
Commandant, Colonel Sheri Jones and the impressive 
faculty she leads, especially Capt Charlton Hedden 
who serves as the faculty liaison to the Foundation.  
Once again, thank you, our alumni, for your continued 
support and generous donations.  Together we are 
making an important difference for our Air Force 
Judge Advocate General’s School, and through the 
School, for the Department of the Air Force as well. 
 
 
 
 
 
    Robert G. Kenny 
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Create and sustain a vital team of national security legal  

experts who solve problems and advance the mission.  

 

- AFJAGS VISION STATEMENT 

EDITORS OF THIS EDITION OF THE LEGACY: 

 

Major Erin Davis, Instructor, Professional Outreach Division 
Captain Charlton Hedden, Instructor, Professional Outreach Division 

Technical Sergeant Donald Googe, Paralegal Instructor 

JSF Trustees at the 2021 Annual Meeting 

Pictured above (L-R): 
 

Brig Gen (Ret) Paul Pirog, Col (Ret) Tanya Hag-
maier, Col (Ret) Robert Sutemeier, Lt Col (Ret) Juan
-Carlos Guerrero, Col (Ret) N. Steven Linder, Brig 
Gen (Ret) Dwight D. Creasy, Brig Gen (Ret) James 
Marshall, Maj Gen (Ret) Robert G. Kenny, Brig Gen 
(Ret) David G. Ehrhart 

Lt Gen Rockwell, Maj Gen Plummer, and the rest of 

the senior JAG Corps leadership attend the Leadership 

Sync in the new Annex Conference Room 
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JASOC 21-B   

following their fun day of field training at  

Vigilant Warrior 

The panel is sworn in in for  

JASOC 21-B’s Mock Trials 

A Message from the Commandant  
Colonel Sheri K. Jones 

 Building Relevant Legal Professionals! That’s it. 
That is AFJAGS’ mission. Every teaching point, 
every podcast, every publication and every         

resource spent is laser
-focused on making 
our attorneys and  
paralegals relevant to 
commanders. If the 
thing we are doing 
doesn’t target 
that mission, we 
aren’t doing it. Our 
commanders must 
lead us through chal-
lenges across multiple 
domains.  The 
JAGC’s role 
of  advisor 

and  counselor is invaluable to our commanders as 
they  analyze those challenges from leading our 
airmen through generational changes in 
our  military justice system, to competing 
and  winning the great power competition with 
China and  Russia, to ensuring diversity 
and  inclusion at the  lowest level of our ranks, and 
to  slashing bureaucracy to clear the path 
for  innovation. AFJAGS’ strategic education and 
training vision is designed to ensure our legal    
professionals are ready for that important           
responsibility.  
 
AFJAGS is embedded with JA’s operation-
al  domains—Operations and International Law, 
Civil Law, and Military Justice and Discipline—
to  ensure we are educating our legal professionals 

on what is relevant to our commanders 
and  training them how to present the law and give 
legal advice in a way that is meaningful to our 
commands. AFJAGS is leveraging JAS’s IT tools 
to teach attorneys and paralegals how to access 
institutional knowledge fast and accurately. The 
school and JA’s operational domains 
are  strengthening our ties to build a continuum of 
learning, through classroom and on-the-job     
training, to build the right level of knowledge at 
the right time in a legal professional’s career. At 
the same time, AFJAGS’s Professional Outreach 
Division is transforming our digital 
and traditionally-hardcopy productions into       
formats that  engage  today’s legal professionals 
and our commanders! 
 
AFJAGS’ mission extends outside the walls of our 
amazing facilities and our Corps to across the 
street at Air University.  We can only be relevant if 
we meet commanders where they are in their own 
professional military education.  That is why we 
are expanding our co-teaching footprint 
with  strategists and PhDs in SOS, ACSC, AWC, 
the Cyber College, and multi-levels of leadership 
courses, to name a few. We aren’t creating more 
law classes; we are in the classrooms when officers 
and enlisted leaders are discussing the issues that 
have legal components to them.  
 
So, that’s it! We are laser-focused on making our 
legal professionals relevant.  Please visit us at our 
newly updated public webpage to learn more about 
what we are doing to be relevant and get access to 
our podcast library at: www.jagreporter.af.mil.  
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CONTINUING TO CELEBRATE EXCELLENCE! 
 

This year, AFJAGS celebrated the well deserved promotions of many of our faculty and staff.   
 
 

A newly minted  

Colonel Lauren DiDomenico shakes hands 
with Commandant Col Christopher Brown 

Lt Col David Walker getting 

his new rank pinned on by his 

family 

Lt Col Robert Thompson  

helping his daughter pin on 

his new rank 

MSgt Stacey Warfield  

reciting the oath of  

enlistment with  

Maj Yasmeen Webb 
Maj Erin Davis excited about her 

celebratory promotion cupcakes 

The Utilization & Training Workshop 
By Mrs. Linda Summerlin 

Academic Director 
 
The Career Field Education and Training Plan (CFETP) is 
about to be updated and part of this process includes the  
Utilization and Training Workshop (U&TW), where a team 
of stakeholders from across the JAG Corps came together to 
discuss how to update and incorporate those changes. This 
exciting event was one of the first to occur in our new annex.  
 
The U&TW took full advantage of the new technology 
available in the annex. Specifically, our large conference 
room, with two large video walls, was used to                   
simultaneously discuss changes as we incorporate updates to 
the proposed CFETP in real-time.  This was the first event to 
fully utilize the capabilities of the advanced video walls.  
  
The original AFSC 51JX CFETP was published in May of 
2017.  It guided three of our school’s  programs: the Judge 
Advocate Staff Officer Course (JASOC), Gateway, and the 
Staff Judge Advocate Course (SJAC) and this calendar-
driven revision was an anticipated event.  COVID slowed 
the process down but now that we are back on track we   
expect to have a new version of CFETP published sometime 
next year. 

The new U&TW site with  

state-of-the-art AV systems 
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The Reporter is Now Online and Interactive!   

https://jagreporter.af.mil/ 

 

In furtherance of our National Security Strategy, AFJAGS is answering the call 
to pursue new ideas, solutions, and innovate.  The digital Reporter is one tool to 
answer that call!  After our initial year online we have seen a 10-fold increase in 
readership, averaging over 400 page views a day! Please save our page to your 
smart phone to stay connected to the publication and comment on our articles! 

PAC 21-003 listens attentively as 
Col Brown delivers welcoming  

remarks 

The AFJAGS Admin Division hosted an amazing tailgate  
to kick-off football season. 

Pictured (L-R):  Ms. Lucy Miscisin, Ms. LaBrena McFadden,  
Mr. Patrick Browning, Ms. Tammy Perry 

Maj Gen (ret) Charles Dunlap  
explains “Lawfare” to JASOC 

following the 11th Annual 
Morehouse Lecture 

AFJAGS resident MTL, MSgt Christina Contreras, 
inspects incoming student’s uniforms with a ruler 

AFJAGS faculty prepare the Grog for JASOC 20-B’s 
Dining-Out 

The AFJAGS Military Justice Division roleplaying as civilian 
counsel for the findings portion of JASOC 

Lt Gen Rockwell “fist-bumping” a  
student while visiting  
PAC 21-001 & 002 

http://reporter.dodlive.mil/
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JAS MOVES BACK HOME 
 

Lt Col Tamona Bright  
Director, Knowledge Management 

 
The Air Force Legal Information Service (JAS) has 
remained steadfast in our commitment to transforming 
the way the JAG Corps conducts legal research and 
executes the Air Force mission.  This transformation 
involves modernizing almost every application the JAG 
Corps is currently utilizing such as WebLIONS, the 
Legal Assistance Website, and Accident Investigation 
Boards, just to name a few.  It also involves the 2020 
debut of Data Visualization and soon-to-be released 
Disciplinary Case Management System (DCMS).  
Many may not realize the transformation goes beyond 
applications as it also involved a physical move. 
 
In August 2021, JAS relocated to its new home,    
physically connecting it once again with The Judge 
Advocate General’s School.  The new building      
overcame design changes, weather delays, and a       
pandemic. It is a beautiful building with modernize 
classrooms for improved instructions; a secure area for 
classified briefings and training; and collaborative 
work spaces for “think tank” sessions on improving the 
way we research and practice law.  Uniting the 
JAGC’s  education center of excellence 
with  legal  information services is paramount 
to  supporting innovation and driving transformation 
encompassing every component of the Corps.   
 
The next time you are at Maxwell AFB, stop on by for 
a visit.   
   

GREAT TRADITIONS BUILDING ON A STRONG FOUNDATION   

DID YOU KNOW? 

 

The four foot tall statue of Lady Justice in 

the entryway of the new Annex was actually 

a prop from the movie Son of the South 
(2021)! It is proudly displayed on a pedestal 

donated by The Air Force Judge Advocate 

General’s School Foundation.  Next time you 
visit AFJAGS, be sure to check it out!  

Pictured above (L-R):  Lt Gen Jeffrey Rockwell (The Judge Ad-
vocate General), Col Sheri Jones (Commandant), Lt Gen James 
Hecker (Commander & President, Air University), Col Shannon 
Sherwin (Director, JAS) 

Paralegal Craftsman Course 21-002   

Award Winners with their JSF-sponsored  

marble eagles! 
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Cyber Law Course 22-A was held on 2 November 
2021.  Twenty-nine DoD students from around the 
globe gathered at AFJAGS to participate in the school’s 
first in-house classified teaching course.  Civilian and 
military participants hailed from every branch of      
service, Coast Guard included.  They gathered to build 
foundational knowledge of cyber law, from offensive 
and defensive cyber operations, to military applications 
of AI and Deepfake technology.  The course lasted 
three and a half days, utilizing instructors currently in 
operational billets, AU Cyber College faculty, JAOC, a 
CIA attorney and Space Force assets, culminating in a 
keynote by Colonel (Ret) Gary Corn, U.S.   Army, the 
long-serving SJA to CYBERCOMMAND who oversaw 
its transition to a Combatant Command. 
 
The inaugural run of this course up to the Secret      
classification was made possible by the design and  
construction of a cutting edge classroom in the 
AFJAGS annex, affectionately dubbed the “classified  
teaching space.”  Designed to have many of the        
protections of a permanent SCIF, its walls contain  
sound-absorbing baffling, the exterior hallways and 
adjacent classrooms emit white noise to prevent     
eavesdropping, exterior lights turn red to indicate    
classified teaching is in progress, and the room is    
windowless.   

The class exercised disciplined accountability to ensure 
any and all transmitting and recording devices remained 
outside the classroom in key and phone lockboxes in 
the corridor.  OPSEC and INFOSEC habits established 
will work to ensure the success of courses enhanced by 
the ability to teach at a Secret level. 
 
AFJAGS faculty fully plans to expand on the success of 
the first course taught in this special venue with courses 
lined up to fully utilize this asset.  Future Operations 
Law courses and Air University elective classes will 
benefit from the space as the AFJAGS expands the 
room’s capabilities.  Innovation often comes in leaps 
and spurts, and demand for a classified teaching space 
has spurred its creation and use.  Plans to bring        
classified network capability and hardware, including 
secure video teleconferencing, are being executed so as 
to eventually maximize the impact such a room could 
have on legal professionals’ development   throughout 
the DoD.  The existence and use of this room enhances 
the relevance of our students and our beloved school to 
the greater Air Force.  Whether in the fight against   
terrorists, cyberspace adversaries, or great power    
competitors, our legal professionals will be better 
equipped to navigate volatile battlespaces, virtual or 
physical, as the AFJAGS develops this strategic     
classroom.   

PAC 21-001 gets a tour of the Alabama Supreme Court and 

meets Chief Justice Tom Parker 

Maj Glen Minto and TSgt Donald Googe working on the 2021 

Military Justice Refresher, available on the AFJAGS Podcast 

Classified Teaching 

Building Relevant Legal Professionals 
- AFJAGS Mission Statement 

Listen to the Podcast! 
 

The AFJAGS Podcast series is accessible 24/7 on most 
major podcast platforms including Apple Podcasts, 
Spotify, Stitcher, Google Podcasts, and others.  You 
can search for it on these podcast platforms by typing 
“judge advocate” in the search box.  
If you have any feedback or ideas on a future topic, 
please contact the host, Capt Charlton Hedden, at 
charlton.hedden.3@us.af.mil. 

mailto:charlton.hedden.3@us.af.mil
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